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1 Introduction 
 

This addendum describes the Selectronix “Lead/Lag” control for both gas and electric boilers using various 

configurations of SLC4000 controllers.   The “Lead/Lag” control improves on the traditional Lead/Lag control in 

that there is no longer a dedicated Lead or Lag unit, as the utilization of the burners, in a gas boiler, or the elements 

in an electric boiler are continually being sequenced as the demand varies.  This method accomplishes the goal of 

Lead/Lag control in that it assures that all the components are utilized in an equal fashion.  After a no demand state, 

the next step to activate when the demand returns is the following step after the last step on.  This is true progressive 

sequencing of the “Lead” unit.  For POPS, the next step to come on will always start at the 1st step of the next  

boiler in sequence, ensuring full modulating range of the new Lead boiler.   

 

There are various control configurations for different configurations: 
1) Proportional Optimized Progressive Sequencing (POPS) “Lead/Lag” Control is for controlling up to 

4 boilers equipped with proportional fuel valves.  The POPS control is a derivative of the electric boiler 

step controls, and operates in a similar fashion by progressively sequencing to successive boilers upon 

demand change.  The proportional demand is distributed among the available boilers in the same fashion as 

standard step controls, with an important difference.  The flame control output is optimized such that 

fractional valve settings are combined into a single unit, maximizing burn efficiency.  The “Lead/Lag” 

concept is replaced by control that continually and equally balances the operation across all available 

boilers!   

• An SLC4000-1 is installed in each boiler and is connected in a daisy-chain fashion by SLC4020 

cascading cables. 

• A Burner Enable relay output is energized on the master as well as each expander (slave) unit, 

whenever an output signal is active on that particular controller.   

• When demand goes to 0, an optimizing feature advances the sequence such when the demand 

returns, the next step to come on will be the 1
st
 step of the next boiler in sequence.  This  ensures 

that the new Lead boiler has the full modulating range available. 

 

2) The Progressive Sequencing (PS) “Lead/Lag” for boilers operated in “Full On/Full Off” mode may be 

used for up to 33 boilers.  A single boiler operates as a proportional “trim” unit. 

• An SLC4000-8-01 controller is used for up to 9 boilers.   

o If a boiler is to operate as a trim unit, it must be equipped with a proportional fuel control 

• Up to 3 additional SLC4000 units may be cascaded to control up to 33 boilers.  

 

3) The Progressive Sequencing (PS) “Lead/Lag” for electric boilers utilizes a separate SLC4000 unit for 
each boiler, for control of up to 4 boilers.  The “Lead” unit is configured as the master, while the 

remaining boilers are configured as expansion units.  Continuous “Lead/Lag” control is accomplished by 

spreading the wear continually across all relays and contactors.   After a “no demand” condition occurs, the 

next stage to operate is the one following the last stage that was turned off, for true progressive sequencing. 

An SLC4000 equipped with a vernier output may be used if an SCR is desired for a trim capability. 

• An SLC4000 controller is required for each of the boilers, up to 4.  The controller is set for the 

desired stages of the individual boiler.   

• An SLC4000-4-01 or SLC4000-8-01 is required as the master unit, if a 0-10V dc controlled SCR 

power unit is desired.  

  

 

The Selectronix “Lead/Lag” control is fully compatible with the Selectronix Building Management Interface 

Controls.  See SLC4075, Touch Screen Gateway and SLC4060 Process Gateway for further information. 
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2 POPS “Lead/Lag” Control for Oil or Gas Boilers 
 

The Proportional Optimized Progressive Sequencing (POPS) “Lead/Lag” Control uses a modified 8 step 

sequencer in each of up to 4 boilers, the SLC4000-1.  This board sequences as if there were 7 relays installed.  As 

the demand changes, “steps” are added or subtracted in a progressive sequence in a first on/first off order.  A 0-10V 

dc output is produced in proportion to the number of active “steps” for a 14.2% resolution.  The output of each of 

the boards is optimized so that only one of the boards has a partial output signal, thus maximizing the overall 

burner efficiency!   The setup is very easy, as the only non-default DIP switch settings are for the input signal on the 

master and the addresses on the expander units.   

Each SLC4000-1 is connected to another in a daisy-chain fashion by cascading cables.  The communication uses the 

RS485 protocol so that the boilers may be separated up to a theoretical 4000 cable feet, from the first to the last 

boiler.  The proportional demand is distributed among the available boilers in the same fashion as standard step 

controls, with an important difference.  The “Lead/Lag” concept is replaced by a control that continually, optimally,  

and equally balances the operation across all available boilers.  Local/Remote control is optionally available by 

providing a switch from the SLC4000-1 output to a local signal. 

The POPS Lead/Lag operates pretty much like the standard sequencer with multiple slave units.  The difference is 

that each unit produces an analog voltage equal to the proportion of stages on.  For example, if 6 steps are in, the 

output is 8.6 volts. 

The optimization occurs when 2 slave units have only a few steps on.  Say there are 3 SLC4000-1 units.  The first 

has 8, 2nd has 8 and the 3rd has 4 on.  The corresponding output is 10v, 10v and 5.7v.  Now say the demand drops 

so stages start coming off the 1st unit, where it would normally stop at 5 steps on.  Now the first unit has 5, 2nd unit 

has 8, and last unit has 4 steps on.  The master will sequence the units until the first unit has 1 and the 2nd and 3rd 

units have 8 steps on.  The resultant voltage output is 1.4v, 10v,  and 10v. 

• The first 7 LEDS show the exact fraction of the 10v signal, as well as DS10 that varies proportionately in 

brightness. 

• The 8
th

 LED is the Burner Enable signal and is ON, when the relay is activated indicating there is an active 

proportional output on this particular controller.  This output is available on the master as well as the 

expansion units.  

• An optimizing feature for burner control after the demand has gone to 0, is that the next boiler in sequence 

starts with the 1
st
 step.  This ensures that the new Lead boiler has the full modulating range. 

2.1 Required Control Components 
An SLC4000-1 is required for each boiler.  One boiler is designated as the master, and the remaining are configured 

as expanders with unique addresses.  An SLC4020-x cascading cable is used to connect the units.  

2.2 Voltage Driver Output 
• SLC4000-1 provides a 0-10V dc proportional output at TB7 (+) and TB8, signal common (-). 

• Potentiometer RV2 is delivered fully counterclockwise for normal 0-10V dc output, when all steps are on.  

RV2 may be used to provide the maximum output voltage with a smaller quantity of activated stages, by 

turning it clockwise.  Full output is available at half demand.  
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3 PS “On/Off Lead/Lag” Control for Oil or Gas Boilers 
 

Up to 33 boilers may be controlled using the Progressive Sequencing (PS) “On/Off Lead/Lag” control with an 

optional proportional control of a single boiler.  The PS method of “Lead/Lag” control uses a standard SLC4000-x 

sequencer to control the boilers.  The progressive sequencing results in a continually rotating and balanced usage of 

the boilers without having to set timers or other programmed settings, resulting in intuitive setup and operation.  Use 

an SLC4000-x-1 for systems with a single proportional burner control. 

3.1 Required Control Units 
Each boiler is connected to a relay output which is used to enable burner in the “high flame” mode.  The required 

number of relays is equal to the number of boilers to be controlled.  Use any combination of  SLC4000-4 or 

SLC4000-8 units, as required, to provide a separate relay for each boiler. Add an interposing relay for each 

SLC4000 pilot relay output in order to provide a dry contact pair for each burner control. To control a boiler with a 

proportional burner control, use an SLC4000-8-01, SLC4000-8-03, SLC4000-4-01 or SLC40004-03 as the master 

controller.  These units have a 0-10V dc output which is used to control the proportional flame controller.  Set the 

master controller to use 7 relays, and use the alternate function relay #8 as the burner enable for the proportional 

control.  The -03 suffix is for a unit that also is configured for a 4-20ma load limit input. 

3.2 Control Unit Separation 
Use cascading cables SLC4020-x to connect the various SLC4000 units.  The communication between units is via 

RS485 and thus the control units may be separated by a theoretic distance of up to 4000’.  Note that as distances 

increase, it may be necessary to add terminating resistors at both ends of the network.  Use SLC4029,  RS485 

terminating adapter if required. 

4 PPS “Lead/Lag” Control for Electric Boilers 

4.1 Multi-Step Control With or Without Vernier Output  
SLC4000-4 or SLC4000-8 are used to control up to 4 boilers with Proportional Progressive Sequencing (PPS) 

that are equipped with multiple elements.  Each “Lead/Lag” boiler is equipped with an individual SLC4000-4 or -8, 

which are cascaded together.  As demand varies, relays are activated in a first-on-first-off manner across all 

connected boilers, spreading the wear evenly over all the elements.  There are no timers or other tasks required to 

ensure that the goal of equal wear is achieved. 

If a vernier output is desired to control an SCR power unit, then use an SLC4000-4-01 or SLC4000-8-01 as the 

master unit.   

4.2 Boilers with a Single SCR-Controlled Load 
An SLC4000-1 is used to drive a boiler equipped with only an SCR controller using POPS.  Up to 4 SLC4000-1 

may be cascaded to control up to 4 boilers.  
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5 SLC4000-1 Settings and Features 

5.1 Unit Configuration – DIP Switch Settings 

5.1.1 Master 
See the SLC4000 Installation and Operating Manual to configure the DIP switch settings for signal input, 

sequencing mode, operational mode, On and Off delay, and address.    

5.1.2 Expansion Units 
The only applicable DIP switches are SW1-7 and SW1-8 which configure the unit’s address. 

5.1.3 Relays In-Service 
The quantity of relays in-service is internally set to 7 for both master and expansion units.  Switches SW2-6 through 

SW2-8 are thus not used.  The number of phantom steps is 7 for a 14% proportional output resolution. 

5.2 Burner Enable, Relay #8 
Relay #8 is the Burner Enable relay, and is activated anytime there is 1 or more phantom steps activated on the 

individual board.  This relay is provided on the master as well as all expansion units. 

5.3 POPS output 
The voltage driver output from an SLC4000-1 is proportional to the number of phantom steps on.  The POPS 

algorithm combines a fractional number of steps by sequencing the steps until they are combined onto a single unit. 

5.4 Dynamic Reconfiguration 
Should one of the boilers controlled by an expansion unit experience a lockout, the master reconfigures the system 

automatically, such that there are no discontinuities with the other expansion units.  

5.5 Proportional Output Trim Potentiometer, RV2 
The voltage driver output from an SLC4000-x-01 is adjustable by potentiometer RV2.  For a 0-10V output 

proportional to the quantity of active steps, turn RV2 to the full counterclockwise position. The potentiometer 

provides for up to a 2X gain, so that the full output may be trimmed to achieve full output with less than the 

maximum steps activated.   

5.6 PS “Full On/Full Off” with a Single Proportional output 
This mode uses the relay outputs as the “Full On/Full Off” outputs.  The single proportional output is from the 

vernier (voltage driver) output on the master unit.  It provides the trim level between the next sequential boiler, on 

either increasing or decreasing demand.  
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5.7 “Lead/Lag” Controller Selection Guide 
Type Control 

Algorithm 

Control Max Boilers 

SLC4000-1 

Max Boilers 

SLC4000-4 or 

SLC4000-8 

SLC4000-4-01 

SLC4000-4-03 

SLC4000-8-01 

SLC4000-8-03 

 

Oil or 

Gas 

POPS Proportional 

with Burner 

Enable 

Up to 4   

Oil or 

Gas 
PS On/Off   Up to 32  

Oil or 

Gas 
PS On/Off and 

proportional 

with Burner 

Enable 

 Up to 32 

#8 relay on 

master is 

burner enable 

for the 

proportional 

output 

 

Electric  PPS Multi-step 

proportional 

each boiler 

 Up to 4  

 PS Multi-step 

All On/All 

Off with 

proportional 

  Up to 33 

Electric  POPS SCR only Up to 4   

 

6 Remote LED Panel 
SLC4000-1 is compatible with SLC2170-08 and will show the proportional signal using 8 LEDS. 

7 Local/Remote Control 
Local control of the burner is achieved by providing an external DPDT switch between the voltage driver output and 

the burner control. 

8 Building Management Interface 
 

The Selectronix “Lead/Lag” control is fully compatible with the Selectronix Building Management Interface 

Controls.  See SLC4075, Touch Screen Gateway and SLC4060 Process Gateway for further information. 

8.1 Scheduled “Lead/Lag”Sequencing 
Should the user desire to sequence the controller on a scheduled basis, in addition to the normal demand-based 

sequencing, the remote load limit feature may be engaged momentarily.  This will cause a number of “steps” to be 

removed from the tail, which were the first ones energized.  When the load limit is returned to the original setting, 

the same quantity of steps are progressively added to the head end of the energized steps.  This control might be 

used for systems which have little change in demand and the user wishes to sequence at a minimum frequency. 

9 UL Recognized Component 
SLC4000 controllers are a UL Recognized Component for both US and Canada.  File Number E124742. 


